Abstract. Progress on classifying small index subfactors has revealed an almost empty landscape. In this paper we give some evidence that this desert continues up to index 3 + √ 5. There are two known quantum-group subfactors with index in this interval, and we show that these subfactors are the only way to realize the corresponding principal graphs. One of these subfactors is 1-supertransitive, and we demonstrate that it is the only 1-supertransitive subfactor with index between 5 and 3 + √ 5. Computer evidence shows that any other subfactor in this interval would need to have rank at least 38. We prove our uniqueness results by showing that there is a unique flat connection on each graph. The result on 1-supertransitive subfactors is proved by an argument using intermediate subfactors, running the 'odometer' from the FusionAtlas' Mathematica package and paying careful attention to dimensions.
At this point, we have a complete classification of subfactor planar algebras with index less than 5 (and hence of amenable subfactors in that range). The work of [Ocn88, BN91, Izu91, Izu94, Kaw95, Pop94, IK93, Kaw95, Pop89] established this up to index 4. Haagerup's landmark work [Haa94] , followed by the results in [AH99, Bis98, BMPS09, CMS11], gave the classification up to index 3 + √ 3, and finally the classification up to index less than 5 appears in [MS10b, MPPS12, IJMS11, PT12, GdlHJ89, Izu01, Han10, CMS11]. At index exactly 5 the classification is known (there are 5 group-subgroup subfactors) but has not yet appeared in the literature. The great surprise from these classifications has been just how few small index subfactors there are: just 10 subfactors in the index range (4, 5), coming in 5 pairs which are either dual or conjugate to each other. We know that at higher indices there is an incredible profusion of subfactors, and even by index 6 there are certain wild phenomena. As we have worked through low indices, on the other hand, we see a desert; the 'little desert' of our title. In this paper, we give evidence, and a conjecture, that the desert continues further. Beyond 5, the techniques used previously seem to lose traction. The combinatorial growth in possible principal graphs becomes too rapid, and we don't have effective obstructions at the level of graphs for principal graph which begin with quadruple or higher branches. Nevertheless, this paper gives some preliminary results on the range (5, 3 + √ 5); we completely classify the 1-supertransitive case, and prove that the two known principal graphs are uniquely realized by quantum group subfactors.
There are two subfactors with index in the interval (5, 3 + √ 5) which are easy to construct from quantum groups. Given a quantum group U q (g), irreducible representation V and root of unity ζ = exp(2πi/ ), there is a corresponding subfactor Q(g, V, ), as long as a certain positivity condition is satisfied [Wen98] . (This condition has been completely analysed in [Wen90, Row05, Row08, MPS11] .) We are interested in the subfactors A = Q(su 2 , V (2) , 14) and B = Q(su 3 , V (1, 0) , 14). Here V (2) is the three dimensional adjoint representation of su 2 , and V (1, 0) is the three dimensional standard representation of su 3 . Each has quantum dimension q −2 +1+q 2 , and at q = exp(2πi/14) this is d ≈ 2.24698, the largest root of x 3 − 2x 2 − x + 1. These subfactors have principal graphs Γ(A) = , Γ(B) = , and both have index d 2 ≈ 5.04892. In the language of 'levels', = 14 corresponds to SU (2) 5 and SU (3) 4 . The subfactor A is the reduced subfactor construction for the third vertex in the A 6 subfactor. See the case = 7, k = 3 of [Wen90, Proposition 6.1] for another realization of the subfactor A. The subfactor B first appears in [Wen88] , where its index (but not its principal graph) is calculated. Its principal graph was shortly known to the experts, but its first appearance in print is as a special case of the last section of [Wen98] . The object of this paper is to show that these are the only subfactors with these principal graphs, and moreover that A is the only 1-supertransitive subfactor with index in the interval (5, 3 + √ 5). Our three main theorems are Theorem 4.1. There is a unique subfactor with principal graph Γ(A).
Theorem 4.2. There is a unique subfactor with principal graph Γ(B).
We conjecture that these two subfactors are the only non-A ∞ subfactors (of any supertransitivity) with index in that interval, although we cannot prove this at present. See Conjecture 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 for some evidence of this.
We begin with a section on graph planar algebras, introducing some new notions which are required for the rest of the paper. In §2, we prove Theorem 2.1, establishing that Γ(A) is the only possible principal graph for a 1-supertransitive subfactor with index in the interval (5, 3 + √ 5). Next, in §3 we find that the eigenvalue condition from [IJMS11, Theorem 1.7] ensures that there are at most two two gauge equivalence classes of bi-unitary connections on Γ(A) which are flat. We show that there is exactly one bi-unitary connection on Γ(B). This shows there is at most one subfactor with principal graph Γ(B); since the subfactor coming from the standard representation in SU (3) 4 has principal graph Γ(B) in fact there is exactly one such subfactor (and the bi-unitary connection we found must in fact be flat).
We then turn to finding flat elements in the graph planar algebra, for each of the two connections on Γ(A). By definition, for a bi-unitary connection on a ksupertransitive graph to be flat, there must be a low weight flat vector in the (k + 1)-box space of the graph planar algebra. Conversely, the existence of such a low weight flat vector guarantees the existence of some k-supertransitive subfactor at the same index (although not necessary with the expected principal graph). In §4, we show that one of the two connections on Γ(A) has such a flat low weight vector; the classification statement from §2 ensures that the resulting 2-supertransitive subfactor in fact has principal graph Γ(A). We show that the other connection has no such flat low weight vectors, so can not be flat.
A word about our use of computers: Theorem 2.1 uses the 'odometer' of FusionAtlas in an essential way (see [MS10b] , which also makes essential use of the odometer, for the details of this routine). However, with the addition of the assumption that the principal graph is finite depth, we can (and do) prove this theorem by hand. Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are proved by explicitly providing connections and flat lowweight elements. Checking that these elements are flat under the given connection can be done either by hand or by computer, and we expect that you'll have more faith that we did this correctly when we say that we did it with a computer. (Also, the Mathematica code we used for this purpose is available with the arXiv sources for this article.)
Graph planar algebras
Planar algebras were first defined by Jones in [Jon99] , which also explains their relation to subfactors. We do not reproduce the definition here.
1.1. Lopsided and spherical planar algebras. Starting with any shaded planar algebra, it is possible to rescale the pivotal structure in two different ways. This means introducing a scalar factor for each critical point in strings in the action of planar tangles. The identity = (and the corresponding identity in the opposite shading) contrains the possible rescalings to:
If we want this rescaling to respect the star structure, we must have y −1 = x * , since caps and cups are adjoint to each other. However, we will generally not do this; in fact throughout below we will take y = 1. We will call the planar algebra obtained from P in this way P ∩x,y . Even though P and P ∩x,y are not equivalent, it is easy to describe the relationship between the actions of planar tangles. Say ψ : P → P ∩x,y is the identity on the underlying vector spaces. If T is a planar tangle and z i are elements in P, then
where n is the signed count (minimums are positive, maximums are negative) of critical points which are shaded above in T and m is the signed count of critical points shaded below. We call a shaded planar algebra spherical if the two circles (shaded or unshaded inside) have the same value (that is, they are the same multiple of the appropriate empty diagram), usually called δ. We call a shaded planar algebra lopsided if the circle shaded inside has value 1. We can always obtain a lopsided planar algebra from a spherical one, by choosing x = δ, y = 1 above. We can also go the other way. For every rescaling, the product of the value of the two circles is constant; in particular in the lopsided planar algebra the unshaded circle has value δ 2 .
Generally, we have found that the lopsided pivotal structure is extremely helpful. Its essential importance is that it often allows us to work over a fixed number field (the values of loops must certainly lie in the scalars; only having to include the index, not the square root of the index, is a promising start). Once we are working in a fixed number field, a great many calculations become much easier, and it is possible to have a computer perform exact arithmetic very efficiently. The first use of the lopsided pivotal structure (although somewhat hidden) was in the construction of the extended Haagerup subfactor planar algebra in §6 of [BMPS09] , where we needed to compute the moments of some elements in the graph planar algebra. It has been used subsequently in [MS10a] and [MP12] . This paper is the first time the lopsided pivotal structure has been used alongside the theory of connections; we are now able to explicitly check flatness in cases that would have been more difficult in the spherical pivotal structure.
1.2. The lopsided graph planar algebra. The planar algebra of a bipartite graph was first definied in [Jon00] . We recall that definition, as well as the lopsided version of a graph planar algebra, which we explicitly describe. For comparison, we'll show the definition of both G spherical (Γ) and G lopsided (Γ). (Somewhat confusingly, it's not the case that G lopsided (Γ) is just G spherical (Γ) ∩δ,1 , the lopsided version of G spherical (Γ). It's also essential, to obtain the desired number-theoretic properties, to rescale the basis.)
In both, the underlying vector spaces G • (Γ) n,± are just functionals on loops of length n on Γ, with the base point at either an even or odd depth vertex depending on ±. We'll often abuse notation and think of a loop on Γ in place of its indicator function. To define the action of a planar tangle T , we specify its values T (γ i ), where the γ i are the indicator functions for loops corresponding to the input vector spaces for T . This element T (γ i ) ∈ G • n (here n is the number of points on the outer boundary of T ) is itself a functional on loops corresponding to the outside boundary of T , so we specify it by giving its values on loops γ 0 :
where the label set L consists of all ways to compatibly color the strands of T with edges of Γ and the regions of T with vertices of Γ, such that around each inner or outer boundary of T the colors agree with the loops γ i . The coefficients c(T, b) are the so-called 'critical point coefficients', which determine the difference between the spherical and lopsided versions of the graph planar algebra. In each case, c(T, b) is a product over the critical points in the strings in T of some function of the labels given by b appearing above and below the critical point. In the spherical case, we have
while in the lopsided case we have
In these formulas, d above x means the Frobenius-Perron dimension of the graph vertex appearing above the critical point in the labelling given by b, and similarly for d below x . When we write δ shading above x we just mean 1 if the critical point is not shaded above, and δ if it is shaded above. (In the two-sided graph planar algebra, defined in §1.3, sometimes this quantity is δ −1 .) Henceforth, we'll just call the ratio
. The quantity sign(x) is the sign of the second derivative at the critical point: +1 if the critical point is a local minimum, −1 if it is a local maximum.
The careful reader will note that in the above definition we have implicitly chosen a Morse function on our tangles T , so that we can talk about critical points and their signs. This is at first sight incompatible with the definition of a planar algebra, where the maps associated to tangles must be invariant under planar isotopies (even those which rotate the boundary discs). To resolve this, for each space G(Γ) n,± we introduce n + 1 different bases, which we think of as having k boundary points pointing upwards and n − k boundary points pointing downwards. In Equation (1.2) above, this removes the ambiguity in choosing the Morse function needed to classify boundary points. The basis corresponding to all boundary points upwards is just the basis of indicator functions on loops, as above, and the other bases are all defined by the transporting this first basis via the tangles , , and
These bases are coherent (that is, any two ways to modify the division into upper and lower boundary give equal maps) because in Equation (1.2) the coefficient c(ρ 2π , b) for the 2π rotation is always 1. Consider now the linear map : G spherical → G lopsided which rescales loops according to
Taking care here, the vertices of γ appearing on the left and right sides (that is, at the changeovers between upper boundary points and the lower boundary points) do not count in either of the products. One can readily check that this intertwines the actions of planar tangles on the spherical and lopsided graph planar algebras according to the formula
where again n is the signed count (minimums are positive, maximums are negative) of critical points which are shaded above in T and m is the signed count of critical points shaded below. Note that this intertwining condition means that we can locate the lowest weight spaces, or rotational eigenspaces, using the lopsided graph planar algebra, where arithmetic is easier. In particular, restricts to an isomorphism between the lowest weight spaces, and an isomorphism between each rotational eigenspace.
If one transported the action of planar tangles on G lopsided across to G spherical via the map and its inverse, this formula shows that the action is a rescaling (as described in the previous section) of the usual action of planar tangles on G lopsided with x = δ 1/2 and y = δ −1/2 .
Nevertheless, for our purposes it wouldn't have been enough to simply rescale the original action. The map , which rescales the basis, allows us to define the lopsided graph planar algebra over the field Q(d lopsided ) generated by the lopsided dimensions. (Often, but not always, this is no bigger than the field Q(δ 2 ) generated by the index of the graph.) The spherical graph planar algebra is defined instead over the field
which is generally much much larger. Indeed, usually it's impossible to identify a single generator of this resulting number field.
Finally, we define the * action on the lopsided graph planar algebra simply by transporting across the * action form the spherical graph planar algebra, via and −1 . Explicitly, this gives
on loops, extending antilinearly to the entire space.
1.3. The two-sided graph planar algebra. Usually, the graph planar algebra is defined in terms of a single principal graph. We now introduce the 'two-sided' graph planar algebra for a pair of principal graphs (with dual data) (Γ, Γ ). (The name comes from an interpretation of graph planar algebras, connections and flatness coming from Turaev-Viro theory; c.f. [MW] ). The two-sided graph planar algebra has region colours and strand types indexed by the square
That is, there is a vector space G π for each closed loop π on this square (namely, each sequence of 'unshaded red', 'shaded red', 'unshaded blue' and 'shaded blue', subject to the condition that the shadings alternate). This vector space has basis given by the loops in the 4-partite graph for (Γ, Γ ) which descend to the loop π on the square. The even and odd vertices of Γ lie over the unshaded red and shaded red vertices of the square, while the even and odd vertices of Γ lie over the unshaded blue and shaded blue vertices of the square. As before we have two versions of the two-sided graph planar algebra, which we call spherical and lopsided. The two actions of planar tangles are exactly as above for the one-sided graph planar algebra, with the obvious restriction that the labelings b in Equation (1.2) above respect the four different shadings in T , and a further interpretation of the quantity shading(a): this is 0 if the shading is N − N or M − M , +1 when the shading is N − M and −1 when the shading is M − M .
The notion of a connection was originally formulated by Ocneanu in [Ocn88] . Notice that a connection, as usually defined, is exactly an element K of the space G spherical ζ , where ζ is the loop 'unshaded red, shaded red, unshaded blue, shaded blue'. The renormalization axiom is no longer an axiom; it is just a statement about the one-click rotation of a four-box. The biunitarity condition is a pair of planar equations
where K * is defined using the usual * -structure (i.e., K * (e 1 e 2 e 3 e 4 ) = K(e 4 e 3 e 2 e 1 ).) Let G red (respectively G blue ) be the space indexed by paths which alternate between the two shades of red (respectively blue). Note that G red is a copy of the graph planar algebra of the principal graph Γ, and G blue is the graph planar algebra for the dual graph Γ . We say that a pair of elements (x, y) ∈ G blue × G red is flat with respect to a connection K if
(This picture illustrates flatness of four-boxes. The 2n-box generalization has n copies of the connection or its star sitting above x and below y.) Using the map we can push a connection across to the lopsided analogue of the two-sided graph planar algebra. It is still a biunitary, although we have to be careful because the spherical * structure transported across via is now more complicated. On loops, it is
It is worth noting at this point that a pair of elements (x, y) is flat with respect to a connection K in the spherical graph planar algebra exactly if ( (x), (y)) is flat with respect to (K) in the lopsided graph planar algebra. This will be essential to our later calculations.
We abuse notation by saying that x itself is flat if there exists a y so that (x, y) is flat. (The element y is necessarily uniquely determined!) Notice that bi-unitarity immediately implies that every Temperley-Lieb diagram is flat. The flat elements form a sub planar algebra which we call the flat subalgebra
We will need the following results about flat elements:
If there are no flat elements besides Temperley-Lieb for a connection K in each of the spaces P j,+ for j < n, and a k-dimensional space of flat lowest weight vectors in P n,+ , then the flat subalgebra is n − 1 supertransitive with excess k. Theorem 1.2. Any subfactor planar algebra P defines a bi-unitary connection K(P ) ∈ G(Γ(P )) ζ , and P is isomorphic to the flat subalgebra for
Although not stated in this language, this result is well known and appears in [EK98] . See also [MW] for a proof via Turaev-Viro theory.
1.4. The gauge group. The gauge group for a given 4-partite graph Ξ is a copy of the unit circle for every edge in Ξ, i.e.,
Elements of the gauge group can be thought of as 2-boxes in the graph planar algebra: If g ∈ Gauge(Ξ) and γ is the 2-loop going through edges e 1 and e 2 , then g(γ) = δ e 1 ,e 2 g(e 1 ). Thus, Gauge(Ξ) acts on the graph planar algebra of Ξ, by
If K is a biunitary connection, then gK is again a biunitary connection. Let a black bead represent g, and a white bead represent g * = g −1 ; then the first biunitarity equation for gK holds:
and the second biunitarity equation is verified similarly. The complex gauge group for a given 4-partite graph Ξ is a copy of the non-zero complex numbers for every edge in Ξ, i.e.,
Again, elements of the complex gauge group are 2-boxes in the graph planar algebra, and act accordingly. For g a complex gauge group element, gK is no longer necessarily a biunitary connection, but it is bi-invertible and this is often sufficient. We define Alt(g)(X) to be the result of surrounding X with alternating g's and g −1 's. It's easy to see that Alt(g) is an isomorphism of planar algebras (it fixes Temperley-Lieb diagrams, and commutes with disjoint union and applying caps). In fact, Alt(g) acts trivially on any non-essential loop on Γ, and so for principal graphs without loops this action is always trivial.
This is true if and only if
And inserting lots of instances of the relation 1 = g · g −1 along strands, we see that this is equivalent to the equality
In fact, this argument easily shows that two gauge equivalent connections give isomorphic planar algebras; Alt(g) provides the isomorphism between the corresponding flat elements. Conversely, if two connections give the same planar algebra, they must be gauge equivalent, although we will not need this here. The proof uses a small amount of computer enumeration of possible principal graphs, using the FusionAtlas' software described in [MS10b] , although this could easily be replaced by tedious hand calculations. We separately prove the same statement with an additional hypothesis of finite depth as Proposition 2.6, because we think the proof is interesting.
In fact, we think a much stronger statement holds Conjecture 2.2. Any subfactor with index in the range (5, 3 + √ 5) has principal
Computer evidence from the FusionAtlas' enables us to prove the following theorem in support of this conjecture, but we won't give the details here. To establish Theorem 2.1 we need a few preliminary results. The following lemma is stated in [MS10b] and was known to experts well before then. It probably follows from [Bis94] ; we find the following proof more direct.
Lemma 2.4. A subfactor N ⊂ M in which some, but not all, depth-two projections have dimension 1 has a proper intermediate subfactor.
Proof. This proof is written in the language of algebra objects for tensor categories; a dictionary between subfactors and algebra objects is given in [GS11, §2] .
M is an algebra object in the category of N − N bimodules; it is isomorphic to p∈P 4 p, where P 4 is the set of irreducible summands of M as an N − N bimodule (ie, vertices at depth zero and two in the principal graph).
Let P 4 be the subset of P 4 consisting of objects of dimension 1. The objects in P 4 form a group under tensor product, as the tensor product of two projections is again a projection, and dimension is multiplicative under tensor product.
Thus, p∈P 4 p is also an algebra object, and as it is intermediate between N 1 and M Proof. Let X be the generating object for this subfactor, and Z be the object at depth 2 with 1 < dim Z < 2. Then Z generates an ADET fusion category. Since X ∈ X ⊗Z, the principal graph for −⊗Z must contain a T n , with X the last vertex. If X 0 is the first vertex in the T n , we have dim X/dim X 0 = [n] q=ζ 4n+2 . Case 2: If n = 2 and if dim X 0 = 1, then dim X < 2, so we were below index 4. But if dim X 0 ≥ √ 2, then the index is at least 3 + √ 5. Case 3: If n = 3, then the only possible dimensions are dim X 0 = 1, and dim X ≈ 2.247 is the largest root of x 3 − 2x 2 − x + 1. We want to know what the X ⊗ − principal graph is.
The dimensions of the objects at depth two in the X ⊗− principal graph are all at least √ 2, and because the index is dim X 2 ≈ 5.049, there are exactly two depth-two vertices in the principal graph. One is Z; call the other Y . We know dim Z is the graph norm of T 3 , and then dim Y must be dim X. We abbreviate these as
In the following illustrations of the forms of principal graphs, filled-in circles are vertices whose neighbors are all known, while open circles are vertices which may connect to other vertices at the next depth.
The triple-point obstruction tells us that if our principal graph were of the first form below, then our dual principal graph would be of the second form:   , .
 
But the univalent vertex at depth two has dimension 1, and we get a contradiction because this subfactor cannot have an intermediate subfactor (as the index does not factor into allowed index values).
Thus, our principal graph is either of the form
In both cases, note that dim Z dim X − dim X = de − d = e < 2, so Z must have degree two. In the first case, dimensions imply Y also connects to a vertex of dimension 1. In the second case, dim Y dim X − dim X = d 2 − d ≈ 2.802 can only be partitioned into a sum of allowable dimensions as e + 1, whence Y connects to three other vertices: X, a vertex of dimension e and a vertex of dimension 1. These stronger restrictions say our graph is actually of the form
In the first case, the graph 1 X Z Y has the correct norm, and is therefore is the only possible graph of this form. It remains to rule out graphs of the first form. To do so, we need to move from considering bigraphs to considering pairs of bigraphs with dual data. First, name the vertices at depth three A, B and C: Standard path-counting arguments show that the 'other graph' has the same form up to depth two; call its vertices at depth twoŶ andẐ. The depth-three vertices A, B and B must each connect toŶ orẐ. Path counting implies that each of these three vertices connects to only one ofŶ orẐ; further neitherŶ norẐ can be univalent (or else there would be an intermediate subfactor). So one of the depth-two vertices has degree two, and the other has degree three. Without loss of generality sayŶ is the degree-three vertex. Then A must connect toŶ (because otherwise dim Z = Proof. We analyze the possibilities in terms of the dimensions of their depth-two objects.
If there were an object of dimension 1 at depth two, then we would be in one of the following two cases. Either all objects at depth two would have dimension one (in which case, the principal graph is a star and has integer index), or there would be an intermediate subfactor by Lemma 2.4 (requiring the index to factor into allowed index values, which does not happen in (5, 3 + √ 5)). An even object with dimension in (2, √ 5) would have dimension
, either by the analysis of possible small dimensions in fusion categories from [CMS11] , or by the classification of subfactors with index less than 5, from [MS10b, MPPS12, IJMS11, PT12] . If this held for all objects at depth 2, dim X 2 ≥ 1 + √ 3 + √ 7 > 3 + √ 5. Thus, some even object Z at depth 2 has 1 < dim Z < 2. Lemma 2.5 shows that this subfactor has principal graph A.
What happens if we drop the finite depth condition? The above argument fails -an object at depth 2 could have dimension in the interval (2, √ 5), generating an infinite depth A ∞ subcategory. Happily, we can simply run the odometer, as in [MPPS12] .
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We can ignore all the graphs in Figure 1 , because they must have an intermediate subfactor, which isn't possible with index in (5, 3 + √ 5). We can also ignore the graphs , ,
by Lemma 2.5; at least one of the three objects at depth 2 has dimension < 2.
, ,
. Principals graphs for which there must be an intermediate subfactor.
The result of running the odometer and ignoring the weeds mentioned above is the tree shown in Figure 2 (in which the leaves, i.e. the red and blue graphs, are the remaining weeds). has a depth 2 object with dimension less than 2, and again Lemma 2.5 shows that the only subfactors coming from this weed have principal graph Γ(A). For each red pair, some object has an impossible dimension. The hardest case is for the graphs of the form . The last two objects have dimensions Recall the notion of 'diagrammatic gauge' from [IJMS11, Lemma 5.6]. It is a subset of the full gauge group orbit of any bi-unitary connection, and characterized by having all connection entries in the 1-by-1 and 2-by-2 matrices corresponding to the edges of the principal graph before the first branch point real, and the connection matrix at the branch point having real first row and first column, with the topleft entry having sign (−1) n+1 and the other entries in the first row and column being positive. It is called the diagrammatic gauge because it corresponds to using Temperley-Lieb diagrams as the basis for the appropriate 1-dimensional trivalent vertex spaces.
In particular, if a connection K is in the diagrammatic gauge, and U is the connection matrix at the first branch point of the principal graph, then the eigenvalues of U U t are +1 with multiplicity 2, along with rotational eigenvalues of the planar algebra generators corresponding to the branches. For A, there is just one such generator (since the branch point is a triple point), and its rotational eigenvalue is +1, since the vertices past the branch point are self-dual. Thus all the eigenvalues of U U t are +1, so this matrix is the identity. We use this condition to drastically simplify the calculation of possible flat bi-unitary connections.
We in fact find there are two bi-unitary connections satisfying this eigenvalue condition, and subsequently, in §4 discover that only one of them is actually flat, by explicitly looking for flat elements in the graph planar algebra.
The connection entries 1X1X, ZX1X, Y X1X, 1XẐX and 1XŶX each lie in a 1-by-1 matrix, so have norm 1. The diagrammatic gauge choice means these are all exactly +1. We then use the renormalization axiom to transfer these across to the dual graph. Below d = dim X = dim Y ≈ 2.24698 and 
We quickly see that the 3-by-3 XX matrix in the dual connection must be symmetric. Call this matrix U and recall U U t = 1. Now U = U t = U −1 = U * tells us that U is real, and this allows us to completely solve for U . We obtain two solutions,
We next transfer these entries back to the principal graph.
With s i = 1 − r 2 i , we next introduce six new variables ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ξ 2 , α 1 , α 2 and α 2 ∈ T on the unit circle. Using these we complete the 2-by-2 matrices on the principal graph, and transfer all the new entries back over the to dual graph. We can now fill in the bottom right entries of these 2-by-2 matrices; we also introduce variables β 1 , . . . β 5 ∈ T on the unit circle for the remaining 1-by-1 matrices in the dual connection, and transfer everything back to the principal connection matrix: 
We check our work up to this point by verifying that the rows of the 3-by-3 matrix in the principal connection have unit norm. Next, we eliminate some phases using orthogonality of the rows and of the columns of this matrix. All dot products of rows with each other, and columns with each other, have the form
with m 1 +m 2 +m 3 = 0. This implies (via the triangle inequality) that φ 1 = φ 2 = φ 3 , from which we deduce
where σ (1) = +1 and σ (2) = −1.
The connection matrices are thus: One can readily verify that each block is a unitary matrix. Now we act by the remaining gauge subgroup, namely the subgroup corresponding to edges ZW, Y W and Y g (columns in the principal matrix),ẐW ,ŶW andŶḡ (rows in the principal matrix),W Z,W Y andḡY (columns in the dual matrix) and WẐ, WŶ and gŶ (rows in the dual matrix). In particular, we take the gauge element
and see that any bi-unitary connection is gauge equivalent to K (1) or K (2) , obtained from the matrices below by substituting in the values r 
We next transfer these elements to the lopsided two-sided graph planar algebra, and make a gauge choice so that all of the coefficients lie in the field generated by the index d 2 = λ. Thus, we define
for i = 1 and 2, and see that these are given by
Next, we choose elements of the complex gauge group µ (i) given by the formulas (unspecified entries are all 1) 
p denotes the root of p i x n−i which is approximately equal to x.) Applying these, we have K We use the abbreviation {a, b, c} as shorthand for ad 4 + bd 2 + c, where as usual d 2 ≈ 5.0489 is the index. These may look hideous, but secretly something wonderful has taken place. These explicit connections have all their entries in a fixed (and rather small) algebraic number field. This means that all subsequent calculations (looking for flat elements, particularly) can be efficiently performed by a computer, without the time consuming difficulties of exact arithmetic on arbitrary algebraic numbers.
Bi-unitary connections on Γ(B)
. In this section, we show that there is a unique bi-unitary connection on Γ(B), up to gauge equivalence. Moreover, we find a bi-invertible connection in the same complex gauge orbit whose entries lie in Q[δ 2 ]. The calculation is straightforward, and does not use flatness in any way. Notice that the dual principal matrix has only 1-by-1 and 2-by-2 blocks in it. Further, each 2-by-2 block contains an entry which is in a 1-by-1 block in the principal matrix; hence, the norms of all the entries in the dual principal (and therefore also principal) matrix are easily determined. They are the following:
(Here λ 1 , λ 2 , and λ 3 are the roots of x 6 − 2x 4 − x 2 + 1, x 6 − x 4 − 2x 2 + 1 and x 6 + 9x 4 −x 2 −1 which are approximately −0.744955, 0.667115 and 0.619712, respectively. As above, we use the abbreviation {a, b, c} as shorthand for ad 4 + bd 2 + c.) From each 2-by-2 block, in either matrix, we get a single equation involving the four phases of that matrix. Solving these we obtain the following matrices. Here each α i is an unknown unit complex number. (A computer has made arbitrary choices about which phases to write in terms of others; don't expect to see patterns here.) We still have further constraints: the phase equations coming from the threeby-three matrix in the principal graph connection. The equations coming from orthogonality of columns are all of the form
In each of these equations, we find that two of the m i sum to the remaining third; thus the corresponding equations on phases are of the form φ i = φ j = −φ k . So the orthogonality of the first and third columns let us determine α 3 and α 5 in terms of the phases of the remaining entries; similarly the orthogonality of the second and third columns give us expressions for α 6 and α 7 . The connection is then:
We now pass to the lopsided planar algebra using the map , and choose an element of the complex gauge group which simultaneously demonstrates that the connections shown above all form a single gauge orbit, and gives us a nice representative with all entries in the number field Q[d 2 ]. Gauge entries that are not specified below are all equal to 1. We call this bi-invertible connection K B lopsided .
1f Af AB AF GF Gz CB CD EF ED Proof of Theorem 4.1. In §3.1 we showed that there are two biunitary connections on A which pass the branch-point eigenvalue test.
Since the two vertices at depth 2 in Γ(A) are self-dual, a flat low weigth 2-box must have rotational eigenvalue +1.
Theorem 4.5 shows that K
lopsided has no flat, low-weight 2-boxes with eigenvalue +1, hence by Theorem 1.2 this connection is not flat.
Thus there is at most one gauge equivalence class of flat connections on the principal graph for A, and K (2) lopsided provides a representative of its complex gauge group orbit. Since we know the subfactor exists (easily constructed from quantum groups), this connection must actually be flat by Theorem 1.2. Theorem 4.4 explicitly describes the flat subalgebra.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. In §3.2 we showed that there is one biunitary connection on B which passes the branch-point eigenvalue test. Since we know the subfactor exists (easily constructed from quantum groups), this connection must actually be flat by Theorem 1.2. Theorem 4.6 explicitly describes the flat subalgebra.
The work in this section consists of calculating the flat low weight vectors in the graph planar algebra, for each of the three connections (two on Γ(A) and one on Γ(B)) described above.
In order to do this, we will need to write down rather complicated elements of the graph planar algebra. We express these as a collection of matrices; the usual multiplication structure on a graph planar algebra space G(Γ) n,+ breaks up as a direct sum of matrix algebras. Each matrix algebra is indexed by a pair of even vertices a, b on Γ, and the rows and columns are indexed by paths of length n from a to b. Thus if π and ρ are paths on Γ from a to b, we denote byρπ the concatenation of π with the reverse of ρ, a loop based at a, and the (ρ, π) entry of the (a, b) matrix gives the coefficient of the loopρπ.
We need to specify the ordering of paths from a to b, in order to fix an ordering of the rows and columns of these matrices. For A, we use 
= µ S
Setting µ = 1 and writing this explicitly in the lopsided graph planar algebra, we have
Solving these linear equations gives the desired answer.
Theorem 4.4. Inside this subspace, the flat elements with respect to the connection K
lopsided are one-dimensional, spanned by the element T given in §A.2.
Proof. An element x ∈ G(Γ) n,+ in a graph planar algebra is flat with respect to a connection K exactly if there exists an element y ∈ G(Γ ) n,− satisfying
It is easy to see that if x is a lowest weight eigenvector, y must be also, with the same eigenvalue. In our case, the principal and dual principal graphs are the same, so Theorem 4.3 also suffices to describe the lowest weight eigenspace on Γ . Thus we take x = 4 i=1 c 0,i S i and y = 4 i=1 c 1,i ρ 1/2 (S i ) (the 'half-click' rotation ρ 1/2 is necessary here since S i itself lives in G(Γ) n,+ ∼ = G(Γ ) n,+ , and we need a basis for the lowest weight eigenvectors in G(Γ ) n,− ). The flatness condition reduces to the 129 equations listed in §A.2. Solving these linear equations, we find a one dimensional space of solutions spanned by
Substituting these into the formula for x above, we get the element T claimed in the statement.
Remember that there is a whole gauge orbit of flat connections equivalent to K (2) lopsided . As we change the connection, the corresponding flat elements change as described in Lemma 1.3. This gauge group action gives rise to a 1-parameter family of embeddings of the A planar algebra in its graph planar algebra; the formulas above give just one point on this curve. In previous cases where we've explicitly identified the embedding in the graph planar algebra [Pet10, BMPS09] there's just been a discrete set of embeddings. As noted previously, the gauge group action on flat elements is always trivial for principal graphs with no loops. One sees a related phenomenon in solving the equation S 2 = (1 − r)S + rf (n) (here r is the ratio of dimensions past an initial branch point, n the depth of those vertices) which must be satisfied by the lowest weight n-box in a (n − 1)-supertransitive excess 1 planar algebra. For A, there is a one-parameter family of solutions, exactly agreeing with the gauge orbit of the flat element described above, while in previously studied examples there had been a discrete set of solutions. Proof. This is essentially identical to the calculation described in Theorem 4.4
Thus, we've proved one of our main theorems: Theorem 4.6. The lowest weight µ-eigenspaces in G(Γ(B)) 3,+ are each 7 dimensional, for µ = 1, ω or ω −1 . There is a one-dimensional space of flat elements with respect to the connection K B lopsided in the 1-eigenspace, and no flat elements in the other eigenspaces. Those flat elements are spanned by the element T given in §A.3.
Proof. Exactly analogous to the calculations above. We omit writing down the bases for the lowest weight eigenspaces, but they can be found explicitly calculated in the Mathematica notebook connections-and-flat-elements.nb available with the arXiv sources of this article. 
